
Report by Alan Kennedy - Key Largo dives – July 2017 

  

Weather was humid, cloudy, sea state variable with some white horses. 

There were strong surface currents requiring divers to jump into the water, grab a granny line 

and pull themselves along to the shot line. On one of the dives we were horizontal doing our 

safety stop!  

 

Depth Range: 18 - 40 metres - Sunk June 10, 2002  

 

The USS Spiegel Grove was originally a Landing Ship Dock (LSD 32). It was sunk off the 

coast of Key Largo in 2002 to create an artificial reef. The ship measures 510 feet in length 

and 84 feet across at its widest point. The ship now lies at 134 feet at its deepest point, its 

highest point being around 60 feet. 

 

The sinking of the Spiegel Grove didn't go to plan. The ship rolled over until it was upside 

down. It then came to rest on the sea floor upside down with its bow pointing out of the 

ocean, and was then rolled to its starboard side. The Spiegel Grove laid on its side until July 

2005 when Hurricane Dennis created a force large enough to put the ship right-side-up! 

 

This world-famous artificial reef was until recently the biggest wreck in the world sunk 

especially for divers. The wreck is now upright. Most of the openings have been widened and 

secured with lines, so that advanced divers can easily do a variety of exciting swim-throughs 

with daylight. For "pros", the wreck offers lots of additional possibilities. 

 

We dived this wreck twice with two very different experiences. The first time, unguided.... 

covered just part of the port side. We were told it would take 8 dives to cover just the outer 

hull. Whilst we didnt see it the stern access point is large enough for US Tanks to be loaded. 

 

 
 

 

 



  

 

 

The second dive we took a guide to swim through just a few of the corridors. They were wide 

enough for a single diver to pass through door ways and upper ceiling gaps. There was a 

Snoopy sign embedded in the floor which was odd. 

 

Coming out of the gloom and seeing the deep blue light at the end of the corridor was 

breathtaking. 

 

 



Benwood 
 

Depth Range: 15 - 6 metres  

Sunk 1941 

 

An English built cargo vessel lost in a tragic chain of events in 1942. The Benwood rests on a 

level expanse of sand. Its fractured stern lies at a depth of  6 metres, while its bow points 

offshore at a depth of 14 metres. The bow section looms up out of the sand, in contrast with 

the rest of the ship which is almost wholly submerged. 

 

 
 

 
 


